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The world swirls and churns exhuming that which is best left 
alone. Yet alone is a concept easy to understand but so difficult 
to come by. As a bonafide loner, long before the term took 
residence in the annals of psychology, alone has been my 
steady companion one amongst many paradoxes. Yet, today, 
that is no longer the case. Given to ranting tirades of complaint 
as I am this disclosure of alone being a distant place is neither 
rant nor complaint but merely observation. And it is from this 
place of observation I attune to the birdsong of my latest love, 
singing her tune of joy and wonder.  
"I know how to play the sweet three necked lyre," she boasted. 
"And I can do it while we DO IT!" 
Thus we met as she made good her promise. Recovering as I 
was from repression of individuality--this collective society is 
so passe'--her unique interpretation of revival tent faith healing 
struck within me a sympathetic chord. Hers was not vulgar 
hucksterism. Hers was a brilliant cure for my apathetic 
boredom. 
Yet still within my heartfelt joy at watching the sway and pluck 
of her nimble fingers, I strayed to a somber tone whose tendrils 
have gripped me daily in my tortured passage. Hers was an 
incantation so pure, so profound, so abundant with multifarious 
life I immediately suffered for want of more, a representation 
among the horde that would produce greater than this lone 
display benevolently birthed by lady mine. Or maybe I was 
simply overcome with a joy so great that my words failed to 
convey the transcendence of her bequest--or perhaps my 
callous disregard for the divine feminine.  
"Where have all the artists GONE??!!" I shouted, pathetically 
weaker than I had hoped for. "One would think the world is 
after all FLAT and they've charged over the precipice!" 
She only smiled and plucked at her instrument, her delicate 
angelic features glowing in the morning light.  



How she found me, that wretched first day of our acquaintance, 
was still somewhat of a mystery. There I was, alone, dashed 
against jagged rock and sea, a mere glimmer of the man I had 
once been. Having gone there to die I neither expected nor 
anticipated intrusion. So naturally, when first I heard those 
tender footfalls on the cruel sands, my thoughts went to 
Heaven's gate. Yes, yes!! The winged ones had arrived to claim 
me! So much was I enraptured by this vision, that at first, I 
mistook her for one of them, a seraphic creature, come to 
whisk me away to my eternal home.  
"O, joy! O joy!" I cried. 
But this was not the final moment as I had conceived. No. Life 
had still a few twisted torments in reserve. Yet how, why, for 
what purpose should my complaints ascend to divine ears when 
bestowing this earthy creature upon my tortured soul has by all 
accounting been the greatest of triumphs?  
My days are now spent in this manner; watching, absorbing, 
luxuriating in her splendor. And to think I had prayed for 
death! Challenged Hadean primacy! Raced to force his ghastly 
hand! Hah! Such fools are mortals we. 
"When the fox calls the grapes sour simply because they are 
out of reach, it is a very human response. Yet it is a response 
which has many times found expression from my lips. Does 
that convey bitterness in my regard?" 
"Why struggle so needlessly? These narratives of pitiful 
melodrama no longer become you." 
"But am I truly renewed? Has all sorrow really been 
reclaimed?" 
She sighed, knowing that further pursuit would only press me 
deeper into self perpetuating despair. 
So true. The melancholy refrain. It is for this fatal flaw of 
character that I can never remain long at levity's door. But why 
should levity be allowed claim to me, Baschilles, greater 



mythical hero than any that have come to the forefront of 
knowledge by mere trick of light and the ever insidious mirror. 
Even dear sister Medusa was felled by a reflective surface most 
foul. She, most beautiful of the pedestrian harlot horde until 
divine jealousy had its way. LIGHT, MIRROR! Oh, man is 
vain as he is blind. Upon seeking guidance from his 
worshipped mirror light has its play while man decides his 
visual worth, thereby imposing artificial striations on an 
already fractured union. And this frail impotent being clamors 
to godhead ascension? Better a flea to the summit of Olympus. 
In this the appropriate analogy is found: A Flea to the Throne.  
Then again, there are those among this mortal shade that raise 
their kind to admirable heights, to point, Peloponneia, 
seductress, enchantress, ode to joy and orgasma.  
Simply the beam of her smile sets the sun to shame. She is as 
divine as she is naïve. But even naiveté has its pleasures. If not 
the dark hued beauty of her legendary stunning mother, Dione, 
whose profitable alliance with Aphrodite brought into being 
not one but two miraculous creatures, Pelopponneia and of 
course her brother Pelops, my lot would not have been 
thankfully accreted. It is no surprise that Peloponnesia had 
been eponymously named given that Pelops is said to have 
conquered the entire region thus heralding a time of unity 
heretofore unrivaled. Yet it is equally no surprise that 
Peloponneia does not connect the startling similarity of her 
name to that of the celebrated people and peninsula.  
It is mine to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 
a most apt depiction that in time fell to attributive thievery. My 
innocent darling does never inquire as to why her lot is as it is. 
She merely glides and smiles knowing that each day on her feet 
insures a night on her back, a task she undertakes with artistic 
proficiency.  
Yet I digress while simultaneously noting that digression is in 
itself regression.  



Heaven keep me from the rich grown poor, and from the 
beggar who of wealth gains store. While the continents do 
move apart at the rate of millimeters per annum, the pursuits of 
man do move apart from grandeur at a tenfold rate. And among 
these ethically devoid go I, seeking grace in ignominy, virility 
in decrepitude.  
Perhaps my endeavors are best spent as a swineherd. A lowly 
and humble trade to be sure, but among the lowly and humble 
is found great stores of generosity of spirit. Not to imply that I 
had ever ascended to such heights, but there were those among 
my ranks who had surpassed even projected levels, leapt as if 
winged to heights that strained the neck of all who dared gaze. 
Effort of such vast quantity is commendably laudable but does 
not in itself redeem the mass of humanity to whom the term 
humanity is itself opprobrium. As if any singular act could ever 
redeem the cosmic throng of swine that is man. In these far 
reaches of outer Somnambulaeus word has gone round of 
attempt at such an act, but belief is slow in coming.  
Hath my contempt for all things mortal no limit? Evidently not. 
But why limit that which is easily acquired. To gain store of 
insurmountable venom is to keep the dogs at bay. Which 
coincidentally or not brings to mind origins, origins, origins 
and etymologies. Baschilles, I am told, is a sidelong derivative 
of the term basileus. The first written instance of this word is 
found on the baked clay tablets discovered in excavations of 
Mycenaean palaces originally destroyed by fire. The tablets are 
dated from the 15th century BC to the 11th century BC. They 
were inscribed with the Linear B script, which corresponds to a 
very early form of Greek. 
The word basileus is written as qa-si-re-u and its original 
meaning was "chieftain." Most of the Greek leaders in Homer's 
works are described as basileis, which is conventionally 
rendered in English as "kings". However, a more accurate 
translation may be "princes" or "chieftains", which would 
better reflect conditions in Greek society in Homer's time, and 



also the roles ascribed to Homer's characters. Agamemnon tries 
to order around Achilles among many others, while another 
basileus serves as his charioteer.  
It is further recounted to me that this "another basileus" is none 
other than my venerable sire, Baschilles the elder, charioteer's 
charioteer. If events had conspired altogether differently, the 
elder Baschilles would not have been credited with the arrival 
and ensuing plunder hoisted upon the otherwise peaceful 
Trojans. How could he know that delivering a glorious golden 
apple would result in events that not only dubbed it the Apple 
of Discord, but was the triggering moment and catalyst of the 
battle of Troy, a ten year debacle that decimated the Trojans to 
say the least. That is until the flight of Aeneas for which all of 
Rome is indebted. And from this tragic event yet more 
tragedies lay imbedded in the exteriors.  
Baschilles the elder was renowned among charioteers for his 
equestrian skills unmatched, his skill and cunning of maneuver; 
his only weak point the outside pad of his left thumb, the 
seeming nexus of every nerve in his body. Any amount of 
pressure there would bring the great man to his knees, a fact he 
did well to conceal. Alas, in time it was his end, bringing about 
a series of circumstances that culminated with the Apple of 
Discord. Thus beginning the first in a long line of attributive 
thieveries as the universe is well acquainted with the metaphor 
and meaning of an Achilles heel, but nary a one is acquainted 
with its most worthy antecedent the Baschilles thumb. It is 
mine to carry this discredit and affliction as it was my 
progenitor's. 
"What are you mumbling about now, honey? Don't you like my 
song?" 
The birdsong brings me round. "Oh, no divine one. It is merely 
my…well, you know… my incapacity to joy and splendor." 
Divine one is unmoved. "It's not nice to be inattentive, in fact 
it's downright rude. If you had any idea the pictures that went 



through my mind as I spontaneously composed and performed 
this piece for your enjoyment, you would no doubt blush as I 
know I did, but you were too indisposed to notice." 
Sometimes her attention to detail was quite annoying as was 
the way she smiled luxuriously in her chastisement. "I'm sorry, 
truly. Maybe we can…" 
"What? Perform some of the miraculous and lengthy 
copulatory acts I was imagining? she said, eyes twinkling with 
promise." 
Her candor was forever stunning. "Yes, certainly." 
"Maybe later. I've already tingled myself and am a bit 
flushed…" 
She tingled herself. The woman is given to memorable 
coinage. And another battle mollified through innocent 
disclosure and quelled by distaff. The widening gap between 
the male and female psyches. Were it not for that legendary 
and fated union, love and mind might forever be strangers, all 
to the better. But fate, as always, has plans of its own, privy to 
none.  
I reach out to take her hand. She grasps mine with strength 
accidentally digging a fingernail into my Baschilles thumb. I 
wince and drop to my knees, waving away her concerns with 
tales of upset stomach that has become quite tedious. Concern 
and caring suddenly becoming her demeanor as she softly and 
with many butterfly kisses helps me up and like a loving 
zephyr whisks me to a soft, waiting bed. In short measure it 
became evident the aforementioned acts of her imaginative 
wanderings were never far from her mind, in fact causing me to 
wonder if the "accidental" thumb pierce was in fact accidental 
at all.  
Of course gratitude should be my response considering of all 
the ways to drop a man to his knees, one in particular, her 
method was preferred, though at the same time causing 



consternation that if this thumb pierce was not accidental and 
she in fact knew of the Baschilles thumb I had better be more 
wary in our dealings. Treachery thy name is woman, another 
coinage pilfered in attributive thievery.  
Oftentimes when about on my wanderings, imagination holds 
sway as I place myself in a situation where that which I 
seemingly long for becomes the object of my greatest fear as a 
hapless antihero plods along and plunders profusely. This time 
my protagonist is Stavros, as likely a name as any for a ne'er-
do-well dope. And of course I employ a parlance far from my 
custom and more to the present day vulgar usage which seems 
fitting considering my fictional construct is a representative of 
the hoi polloi. 
Regression…digression.  
As Stavros slid down the steep hillside, swimming profusely in 
the way-too-big shoes anchored to his knobby-ankled feet, toes 
squishing in sweat, socks straining for every last drop of grip 
power in their Herculean cotton and polyester blend 
possession, he reminded himself that should he perform the 
miraculous and live through this ordeal, an event unlikely as 
the steep drop he was now embarked upon culminated in a 
meeting-rather abrupt-with a perfectly perpendicular wall, he 
would never again put aside the precepts of Proper Footwear 
Sizing. If only he lived. 
Well, perhaps this was more a past tense ode to brevity, 
foolery, sloth, or in any case professional indolence, a sad 
reminiscence of a life whose wheels no longer turned without 
rupture. A life devoured of pleasure. Perhaps. Yet the truth 
could also be contained within his self realized tendency 
toward Pity-Party theatrics that had so often alighted just at the 
inception of prevailing doom. Perhaps this would be one of 
those times.  
SPLAAATTT!!!  



Or not one of those times, but a time at least that would be no 
more. Her memory was today sharp as crystal, cutting through 
his indentured brain as he now lingered within the pain of her 
remembrance; she was disquietingly beautiful, he 
ceremoniously stiff and formal. Together they formed 
beginnings, tentative beginnings, the beginnings of a wizened 
pea pod fit for cold storage. Perhaps if he had only…? No. A 
pointless excursion of mind and limb. Meanwhile, there was 
the pressing matter of this fast approaching and immovable -
implacable? -wall. Dear, dear, an altogether frightful 
predicament. And where oh where is dear mummy when most 
needed? Cast your infant from the suck and away you flee I 
suppose, hmm? 
Yes…well. Bigger fish to fry and all that old boy. Seems your 
crumpet is in a bit of a pickle. Not unlike the…um…pickle you 
had gotten yourself into…or gotten your pickle into, as it were; 
Miss Periwinkle, that is. Naughty, naughty. Had better stay 
clear of that Periwinkle, Mr. Pickle. Stay clear indeed! When 
caught between the hammer and the shooter, which way to 
run? Stavros looked before him at the sloping hillside, the 
advancing wall, the surrounding area. Everything appeared as 
in flashes but yet unusually clear. And for the most briefest of 
moments, he captured the distinct impression that all around 
him was conspiratorially involved against him. Surrounded as 
it were, bollocksed, hoodwinked, bamboozled. Nowhere to turn 
for lack of avenue. And always skating, swirling, spinning, on 
that dim and murky perimeter just beyond the wall…a Griffin? 
A tear welled in his eye. "Blast!! Now look what you've gone 
and done, old friend. Just a slobbering MESS you are. There, 
there. No need to ball like a…HEY!!!" Whooosh!! 
C~r~a~a~c~k!!! "YIKES!!!" A narrow branch tumbled down, 
crumbling in the gilded gust of his passing wind. He looked 
back, up, over, relieved only slightly until his conscious stream 
came back to the nod of urgency commandeering his track. 
"And where is that wall? Ahh…still approaching. But 



strange…does it seem further away now?" He squinted and 
strained but could not for certain gauge the distance. Perhaps 
delirium had begun its onset?  "Anyway it's true, so true…the 
saints reside at the bottom." That very morning, that cold and 
lonely morning, his coffee exiled from the company of warmth, 
lukewarm and acrid, he shuffled toward his place of sanctuary, 
silence, peace and rest for the just. But behold to his amazed 
and horror stricken eyes what did he see? The hovering 
shadows; deep, dark, and ominous, creeping and clawing at the 
cracks and crevices of his favorite bathroom stall could only 
mean one thing: it was occupied. Damn! Another blow to his 
crumbling quest for privacy. Yet even at such a moment of 
immersive annoyance the causation was clear. He had always 
taken great pride in his penis, its four-inch hang length, 
providing a view to his trousers in profile the aspect of a giant 
proboscis. Women giggled and blushed, ashamed at having 
discovery find the focal point of their wandering eyes. Men 
chiggered and sneered, accusing him of untimely erections. But 
these little boys were simply jealous. Had his erection 
REALLY been full sail to China, their own sad little members 
would run for the cover of pubic hair, never to show their 
inadequate little mushroom faces again. Sad. Truly sad. And 
now one of those misbegotten knaves had invaded his Master's 
Commode Of Cognizance. Brilliant! If they could not claim the 
dragon then challenge the throne, displace the royal seat, blast 
the bowels into a distant kingdom. Well, he thought, you may 
have won this small victory, and when I say small I mean that 
in the most inclusive terms, but this war is far from over!! 
Indeed, indeed, war. And was he not at this very juncture 
himself engaged in tactical maneuvers? Racing down this 
monstrous hillside in a fall that was likely to end 
rather…suddenly? He covered his eyes, afraid to keep watch, 
but then, reconsidering, pulled his hands away, opening his 
eyes wide and full. And what was that he now espied? Sailing 
by-is that sailing? -or floating, hovering even, that massive 
shape, that thing overhead. Its immutable black exterior 



invoking terror like a Flying Dutchman of the sky, stealing 
light from all beneath its encompassing penumbra. Like it was 
now. Silently drifting, thundering in the silence as a rising 
anxiety that creeps upward through the throat, tying the bowels 
around the esophagus in an acute gag reflex. Stavros gulped. 
The clouds trembled in fear, birds of prey screeched and dove 
for the ground, leaves bristled and spun into the vortex of 
manic wind, the two enormous windows of the great airborne 
beast-mirrors of the soul-reflecting all around it back at the 
sender, a sharp rebuke, a bitter refusal to be included within 
anything but it's own demonic frame of context. A premonitory 
shiver raced up Stavros' narrow spine. 
"One under the rule of Priapus may soon find his impetus 
shrinking fast," mother had cautioned. Case in point: Stavros' 
rapid descent down the monstrous hillside. And where oh 
where has his little dog gone? Shriveled in silence at the terrors 
before its cyclopean eye, no doubt. Poor pooch. If only you 
knew…or do you?! While the excessive use of obscene or 
scatological language has been known to follow a flatulent 
episode ranging from a barely detectable rumble to a 
propulsive burst sufficient to attain low Earth orbit, it may 
conversely be observed that an episode of abject terror may be 
followed by the uncontrolled or involuntary discharge of urine. 
Necessity never made a good bargain. And so it was that the 
warm river of urine raced down his leg, unavoidably recalling 
him to a startling vision. "Don't you find her rather 
Junoesque?" someone had asked him once-Doris he thinks-
remembering now through the haze of terrified endings 
flashing forward at a rate incomprehensible. "She tends to 
express her affection in strange ways," he had answered, 
attempting swagger or false masculine pride, or HUMOR, 
perhaps, "…diminutive, alluring, engrossing, embarrassing at 
times, as a dog wagging its tail, whining, or cringing." Yet all 
too clear he knew: When he placed his you-know-what into her 
ooh-baby it was hallelujah time in the heaven of his dreams. 



A cool wind scraped across his brow, momentarily pasting his 
sweat in place. Sweet relief. Then his eyes drifted toward the 
wall. Now there was something he hadn't noticed? The 
brickwork. Fascinating! It was more than pedestrian, more 
thoughtful, articulated, artistic even, its arrangement of brown, 
tan, and gray bricks suggesting a complex interplay of light and 
shadow. Somewhat like…Doris. The time he met her was a 
page from a Dali autobiography. She was racing around on her 
red Suzuki Sidekick, "chasing something," she had at first 
offered at his inquiry, yet upon lingering he had found that the 
"something" was a pig-a piglet-if his knowledge did not escape 
him. She trapped the petrified porcine with her front wheel, 
caging it at the base of a low, spiky, hedge. Then, swift as a 
viper, smooth as Courvoisier, she snatched up the squealing 
creature. She waved at Stavros with an arc of feminine grace, 
tucked the animal in the back of her Suzuki, and drove the 
piglet to her home where she butchered, trussed, dressed, and 
roasted it in a smoke pit. The entire time the animal just stared 
at her with passive eyes. Those eyes had haunted her ever 
since. 
These events were beyond distressing to poor Doris. So much 
so that she had taken to carrying on her person at all times (yes 
ALL times, even those where modesty would prevail against 
such activity), a miniature manifesto of sorts, a sepia-toned and 
sacred scroll, a depiction and description of…well…let Doris' 
chosen excerpt from Butcher and the Beast speak for itself: 
In the cold heat we slaughtered, solemn as priests, our nimble 
fingers luxuriating in the rolling fat, pink as a newborn's. Then 
lovingly into the waiting oven we bundled our prize babe; 
pinioned, trussed, dressed, oozing and slathered, open-mouthed 
mute, fat little legs curled under, stuffed like a Christmas 
goose, our succulent Christ. The faithful convened at the 
anointed table, awaiting the glorious sacrifice that soon would 
emerge from the gaslight shadows, its red and bronzed flesh 
scented and rich with sweet spice. And when finally the savior 



did arrive, its majesty was a glory to behold; its blackened eyes 
staring blankly outward, passionless now, anticipating the first 
knife that would pierce its thick hide, the covetous teeth of the 
assembled glinting in the firelight... 
The reading never failed to raise a shiver of chill from her 
goosefleshed little body. And after the reading of this sacred 
treasure, she would gingerly place it back into her blouse, 
neatly snuggled against her left breast. Yes. From the day he 
met her he was certain that the intellectual day of Europe was 
on the point of demise. "We still have Larry," she had begun on 
another occasion, as if he possessed familiarity with the 
necessary prologue details, "but he's got to go. I can't afford to 
take him to a groomer anymore, and with his long hair it's a 
necessity." A groomer? "Things are a little tense at our house 
since we don't all have the same ideas about ex-lovers. And 
Larry's been really frisky lately; he's driving me absolutely 
nuts!"  
Stavros had listened with politesse, expressing the suitable 
nods and grins at the appropriate junctures. Yet he found the 
girl incredibly boorish, boring, trite and tenacious as typhoid. 
So while his body supplied the mechanics, his mind was 
elsewhere. "Larry's very affectionate, if you know what I mean, 
but he doesn't get enough 'affection' at our house. That is the 
fault of my current lover. "'I need my share too!' he reminds me 
with that deplorable sardonic sneer of his." Stavros had been 
staring across the street at a bus stop bench where three rotund 
women, either sisters or of similar genetic linkage, sat waiting 
for the bus. Their conversation was of a wild, exuberant nature, 
animated, boisterous, loud in the inimitable way of the wide. 
The sisters bellowed and guffawed, elbowing and back-
slapping, rolling thunderous in their elevated baritones, three 
tubas in eructating trinity. "Of course, I would service them 
simultaneously, but my lover is a bit self-conscious where 
concerns his equipment." The bus squealed to a stop and 
whisked the sisters away. The street now seemed distressingly 



empty. "Most likely, this tortured twosome will someday end 
badly. Meanwhile, I have to bare it and grin."  
He supposed that he at least should praise his good fortune in 
having been privileged to meet the reigning queen of the 
booboisie, not merely one of its pale subjects. But then of what 
matter are these ridiculous recollections now; what possible 
service can they provide him with his life about to be squashed 
against the fire and brimstone of brick and mortar. "And where 
IS that horrible wall? Ahh…still approaching." He shook his 
head expelling a glory of cobwebs. "Approaching? But 
shouldn't I be getting closer, not farther away??!!" Sure 
enough, the wall appeared to be receding into the distance, 
smaller now, foreshortened, so short that a small lift would be 
enough to jettison him over its height. A wave of panic 
overtook him. What manner of game is this? He peered up at 
the sky, casting his view toward the ominous shape hovering 
overhead. Curiously, the more he looked upon it the more it 
began to resemble a…a…FACE?! He cringed and shook. No, 
you fool. Pull yourself together! A face? Have you gone 
entirely mad? He looked up again, hesitantly tremulous, and 
saw that the massive shape had itself receded, pulling 
mysteriously beyond the border of scrutiny. A shout rang from 
his quivering lips. "Please…PLEASE! End this façade and be 
gone grotesque tragedy! The suspense is killing me!!" 
Oh, the shame. And all because of an impudence bordering on 
psychotic where concerns the employ of proper footwear sizing 
practices. You see NOW what mother had warned against all 
those years ago, dear boy? "Dishonor your feet and they may 
one day dishonor you." Yes, aphoristic mother. A crack wit of 
the apropos. Still to this day the bitter refrain echoes in his 
rebellious little brain. But evidently not enough to have spared 
him.  
He had gone into Tremell's as he had many times before, 
simply looking to replace his old wingtips. What had gone 
wrong? Come, come, dear fellow. Why inquire at all? Indeed! 



You know quite well what happened. An argument. Difference 
of opinion. A titanic battle of the highest order. And for what? 
Who knows? Who cares? The matter has been settled and here 
you now are. The proud owner of -what would to a man of size 
twenty-five pods indeed be marvelous new wingtips-shoes the 
size of Icelandic Skis!! 
Although in truth, it is firsthand observer opinion that what 
occurred on that fateful day in footwear history was an event 
hinging more on-moron? -idiotic PRIDE than anything else. 
"Anyone can size a foot, my dear," he had bellowed to the 
busty young nubile who attempted his service. Did she perhaps 
remind him of someone whose kindness he could no longer 
tolerate, accept, ALLOW? And while pondering this acute 
wisdom laid bare against his floundering eyes, perhaps he 
should watch out for that-Whaaaack!!!-TREE!!  
Ouch. That looked like it hurt. Poor fellow. Life is a cruel 
master.  
Stavros shook his head in disbelief, wiping at the red swath the 
renegade branch had cut across the soft, sweating, flesh of his 
brow. Where were these stray branches coming from?! And 
why was that big black…THING hovering directly over 
him??!! 
His overriding preoccupation was the human body, its actions, 
and conditions. Primarily those encircling the dainty silhouette 
and form of the divine Miss Periwinkle. Ahh. How just a 
thought could cleanse his caliginous soul! What had mother 
said? "There's no sense racing about like an incensed onager, 
dear boy." Ho ho, ha ha! The brutal irony, eh? Racing? Indeed 
he had, straight into her arms as a lemming heading cliffward. 
And what had happened then? after he had so cautioned 
himself against haste, instead advocating restraint? "All in 
good time," he had said, lifting the generous snifter of amber 
liquid-Cognac, his favorite-savoring its scent the way he would 



one day savor her. "She'll come around to the idea of 
fornicating when she's good and ready." 
But his time-scale operated at accelerated condition with 
respect to hers, testosterone driven as it was. And before he 
knew what had occurred, there she was, three-sheeting all the 
way to his downy mattress, a woman as pristine and firmly 
developed as any Greek pantheon could produce. Oh he was so 
clever, that sly hound, that magistrate of misfortune, that 
administrator of annihilation. "I'm so vulnerable, Miss 
Periwinkle. Yes…so lonely since my love has abandoned. 
Please…indulge me a few precious moments of your time." 
Yet when the smoke cleared, who was holding the libatious 
elixir and who was holding her skirts down in belated 
modesty…or protection?  
Whaaaack!!! Was that a branch? Again??!! And…and…What-
??!! Stavros' eyes froze on the massive shape in the sky. Was 
that THING winking at him??!! 
No! No!! That cannot be!! And where is the end of this damn 
HILL??!! 
Regression…digression. 
Ah, poor Stavros. Thankfully given a reprieve by his 
benevolent master, me, as I whisk him away from impending 
doom. But truly, this depiction of a potential alter ego is so 
preposterous as to be comically amusing. Who could conjure 
that I could ever be such a cloddish oaf as Stavros? Oh, there 
were some who attempted such a breach, but they were dealt 
with accordingly in the tale Bashers and Bumpkins. The poison 
pen is not to be trifled with.  
And his amours…Doris? No such narrow intellect creature, 
given as they typically are to histrionic maudlin expression 
subsequent to a protracted romp in the spirits, has ever shared 
with me her most intimate of embraces. Weakness is the 
precursor of insanity. Yet lovers are many in a biography 



stretching across continents and millennium. In a lifespan 
unending the associations must by needs be salubrious. The 
need to speak, even if one has nothing to say, becomes more 
pressing when one has nothing to say, just as the will to live 
becomes more urgent when life has lost its meaning .  
Like a weasel slithering through the grass to sneak up on a 
chicken, silent, sly, cunning, so too did Baschilles stalk his 
prey. But unlike the weasel it was not matters of the stomach 
Baschilles sought to address. Matters of power were those most 
utmost in his mind. Seizing control of this wondrous book 
could give him access to a world he could before only dream 
about. Yet suddenly it seemed that the gods had smiled upon 
him and landed the glorious prize right into his hands. 
Well, almost.  
Knowing of the existence of the book was the first step. The 
second was learning of its location. The third and final step to 
which he considered himself uniquely expert was the simple 
matter of slithering up to the person in possession of the book 
and relieving her of it.  
Baschilles felt excitement course through him as it never had 
before. Would this gloriously sinister act of his gain a place in 
the world's greatest Mythical Heroes book? His body shook 
with anticipation of the prospect.  
The bristling sea can be viewed from the high mountain shelf. 
Inside the harbor walls, the sea makes gentle lapping noises 
while, outside in the wilder world, bigger waves heave more 
forcefully against sharp rocks. Salomea is a little haven. A tiny 
beach inside the harbor is dotted with colorful toys, including a 
plastic doll house. Two wagtails peck at the sand. A blue duvet 
cover, decorated with boats, flaps gently on a washing line. 
Just up from the beach, three barrels are filled with primroses. 
In a cluttered garden nearby, a cream and black cat dozes. 



"I don't necessarily like the injection of weasels, mountain 
shelves, toys, books, dozing felines. The narrative cleaves a 
path as if through ice and is suspect, highly deleterious. Maybe 
it would be better if…" 
"Oh honey… If immediacy and smoothness of style are criteria 
for a vast and expanding readership, attention must be paid." 
Peloponneia has been hard after me to allow her voice into my 
story, the story, the only story of my concern. Of course I 
protested, but…but…She is quick to remind me, despite my 
many buts,  that until she had taught me to comprehend the 
scribbles I viewed on scrolls and such as words I had no insight 
or compunction toward unraveling their bundled mysteries, of 
which she assured me there are many.  
"But, really, this third person POV. Is it really necessary, 
justified, desirable?" 
"In a word, Yes." 
Indubitably she requests her voice be heard as well. Thus she 
adds this bit of diversion with mountain shelves, toys, weasels, 
books, and dozing felines. With strong disagreement in hand I 
move ahead careful to watch my steps along this rickety bridge 
lain with so many faulty planks, and insult to injury, it is 
expedition that steers my hand to ask her help in transposing 
my thoughts, my adventures, my life to this narrative.  
"It's just that your style is a bit labored, a bit opaque, a bit like 
that swirling shell thing that has the big spiral design," she 
says.  "Why must it be so? A natural speech delivery seems so 
much more accessible. It's a story, right? Shouldn't this story as 
so many stories before it contain constructions that both draw 
the reader in and offer parallels for identification? I mean if 
nobody can relate to what you say, then what's the point? I just 
thought a little alternate storyline would add some much 
needed counterpoise. " 



"I do rather prefer a narrative winding in the way of the conch 
shell, as you alluded to with 'swirling shell thing.' Your version 
represents a severe editing in that it omits all of the many 
digressions, translates the opening in ways unintended. This is 
after all my story, I would rather insist I tell it my way. 
Authorial privilege, honey pot." 
"You know what I think about privilege, HONEY POT! Those 
claims are not legally or ethically valid. And you also know I 
love you to distraction. But you do tend to an expressive style 
that squeaks pedantry. Perhaps we can just agree to disagree as 
regards individual styling and hold judgment until the tale 
unwinds a bit. There are so many ways to tell a tale, even so 
many ways to tell the same tale, multiple times. My hunch is it 
will all work out in the end." 
Her ability to always see the good in the bad can be very 
annoying. She may be right; the dual authorship may indeed 
bode well. But this is something I will need to witness 
firsthand.  
Enthusiasm and delight greeted the publication of the 
Baschilliad. Elaborately stage-managed as the hoopla might 
have been, no one can doubt the excitement of all those people 
of good taste queuing for their copies. But then none of them 
had yet read the book. For, in truth, this Baschilliad is designed 
to dampen any readerly high spirits. Concluding 
inconclusively, with puzzles unresolved and prophecies 
unfulfilled, there may be plenty to guarantee the mega-sales of 
this novel, which will complete the heroic pattern. Yet 
Baschilles' fulfillment of his destiny has now become grim-
faced, a gloom not to be dispelled. The foregoing marketing 
pitch is my take on how my work should be received. If I am 
allowed to run my course with my own preconceived 
conception which relies on minimal preconceptions, it will be 
shown conclusively that while the concept of necessity is a 
necessary fiction, the concept of fiction is a necessity. There is 



absolutely no point in sitting down to write a book unless you 
feel that you must write that book, or else go mad, or die. 
Simplicity is after all my forte; an occasional stew, beef more 
than lamb, hash most nights, eggs and abstinence on Saturdays, 
lentils on Fridays, sometimes squab as a treat on Sundays --
these consume three-fourths of my income. Furthermore, I 
could impart that the rest goes to a light woolen tunic and 
velvet breeches and hose of the same material for feast days, 
while weekdays are honored with dun-colored coarse cloth. I 
could, but this is not the Sixteenth century, is it. Beneath the 
surface similarities swarm a host of differences. Vest, jerkin, 
and tunic give different images to the reader. Although vest 
and jerkin tend to merge, neither is especially like a tunic. I go 
instead with jersey and trousers. 
Telling the story of ones life is chore enough, the key 
component being the mastication, ingesting of all that was in 
the present tense of is, and thus switching roles becoming a 
confusing swirl a slip in the quicksand of collided thought. And 
then where does the story really begin. There are those who 
hold that the story begins as it must should, at the beginning, 
itself a world of masked ambiguity. The beginning is a tepid 
tale of subjection as it is a treacherous shape shifter, time, 
color, space, fear, sweat, death, commingling sometimes 
fornicating always conveying to multiple receivers its guilded 
messages of where to begin. Beginning paths are many and 
manifold is their end, a place logically held by most to be the 
beginning when traveling in the life story path, must be the 
moment of birth. Yet even science, law, find it unclear and 
have difficulty spearing that point. at first breath, first suckle, 
first kick, or first tadpole stroke. Therefore, who is there among 
us who can place the spear directly upon it. a murky business at 
best, at worst, consensus history, penned by the victor as 
component of spoils of war, war and empire forever waltzing 
through death's chamber, frail and foolish man its chamber 
maid. my story has many beginning but only on I recognize per 



instance. thus a tale is spun, respun, unspun, overspun, spilling 
unspoiled to confound Gordian himself. 
Pundits are many as I am sure they will develop and fester like 
the proverbial warts on a mythic toad's gluteus maximus at the 
dawning of this, my story. How best deal with these masters of 
all masters of nothing destroyers of all is a matter in serious 
debate, by whom, the pundits of course never a care or thought 
these insouciant lot to the self-serving gluttonous aspect of 
such a demarche affair. I have nothing to say. No love loss on 
my side where concerns their misinformed and odious lot. all 
hung up they are, winged horses, where is his Pegasus they say, 
where his golden bridle. Perhaps it is presumptuous to point 
out the no-brainer obvious: where there is no horse there is no 
bridle. The introduction of a hero's helper if of course 
appreciated. Will write one in or delegate.  
"Can you take care of that, honey pot?"  
"Oh sure. SOLO HERO GOING ON ADVENTURES. 
SIDEKICK REQUIRED." 
"Not what I had in mind, honey pot." 
However, the flying horse has gone the way of the pterodactyl 
where concerns mythic heroes, so passé. As if the horse is the 
only possibility.  
Pause: "No, I am not overly concerned, darlingest. Write one in 
as you see fit." 
Yet none has thought to ask the question that should be asked, 
must be asked, as we undertake to interpret the mythic hero and 
his charge. For my need simplicity is key, a creature of course, 
but one given a vague minor yet not entirely immersive role in 
the realm of gods and heroes: the Condor. At this, the pundits 
squeak and lisp in unison; there is no mention of CONDORS in 
the sacred scrolls. Ye of little imagination. Simply because the 
tales have failed to make it scrollward is no reason to assume it 
never had need. My mega condor of the great wide beyond, 



Teratornisae, is the finest companion a hero could have. Of the 
Teratornithidae family of very large birds of prey, she is able to 
get airborne merely by spreading her wings, just like modern 
Albatrosses; it is noteworthy that Zarinia features strong and 
steady westerly winds. Making this megabeast from the 
Pleistocene a match for any foe. From the first I laid eyes upon 
her I knew she was mine, divine right you might say. It came 
about this chance meeting at my first encounter with 
Hippolache. Now there was a woman to take notice of. Perhaps 
the archetype for all women, form, feature, disposition. Yet if 
this sounds to the unacquainted ear a sort of heaven that I 
spied, one could not be further from the truth. All in life comes 
with a compromise. Where love and intercourse relations are 
concerned doubly so. 
That day I strode into Zarinia was a day like no other yet all the 
same entirely similar to sameness. How this could happen is 
anyone's guess. Yet at the same instance, the answer is startling 
clear: Zeus. There I sat on the drowsy beach, skimming my 
feet, sore and steamy from the brutal sands of Zarinia, in the 
cool Elysian waters. Then, to my stunned eyes appeared the 
most gloriously made female I had to that point ever seen.  
Rising from my nether region little Bello, little no longer, was 
coming up for air. What could I do? Far be it from me to 
command "Down boy" as his taste has always been in 
accordance with my own, two heads ARE better than one. So I 
with keen craftiness and cunning supreme raised my loincloth 
to dip little Bello into the cool lake's glory. Like a magic elixir 
mixed by Athene herself Bello shrank back a foot or two and 
retreated to manageable dimensions.  
I glanced back across the sand dunes to spy my target, her, and 
yonder she was much the same as before, awaiting something, 
it seemed, or someone. Making tentative steps progressing to 
granite resolve steps I made my way outward and in her 
direction. As a mythical hero there were many in my satchel of 
strategies, many methods to provide me the critical edge. Most 



times my edge was the clear fact of my heroic precedence, 
rendering the females blubbering misty-eyed passion pups, 
who in steamy choreography would raise their chitons in 
preparation to be boarded. Yet somehow I sensed that with this 
particular female the tables had turned.  
Certain places on this globe are known for specific and notable 
distinctions, the Amazon being one of the preeminent ones. 
Being as I was on the Balkan Peninsula, and not anywhere in 
the vicinity of the Amazon, it was yet only too clear that the 
female before me was an Amazonian and not only an 
Amazonian citizen, but an Amazonian warrior. First 
distinguishing feature a harness of black leather, stretched 
tightly across her ample frame and bronze skin, hanging from 
the front of the harness a thin veil, like a kilt but shorter, with 
not a sporran hanging from the waist but a lingam, a male 
organ in carved ivory. On each thigh a short sword strapped to 
the front of the thigh, like no other way of wearing a sword I 
ever saw. On the middle of her back was a long sword with the 
hilt projecting above the shoulder. She also had a holstered 
weapon of quite peculiar look, like a big candlestick. Whether 
it was the legendary flame-sword or a percussion type, I could 
not decide. Of course, like any true to the letter Amazonian 
warrior she carried the legendary crescent shield. Why I failed 
to notice this that was now so blatantly obvious I attribute to 
the influence of Bello and his uniquely Bellosian sight. We see 
what we want to see. I was fairly certain that her fighting skills 
would be an even match to my own. And seeing the  souvenir 
of carved male genitalia adorning her outfit, I knew this 
warrior was perhaps hostile. This required the utmost care in 
approach. 
With the sun at my back--my edge--I approach with stealth: or 
so I thought. 
"Drop your weapons and prepare to die, crusty blackguard," 
she barks as she lunges for me, sword drawn in battle position.  



Thinking I had failed to lift my loincloth when I dipped 
lakeward, I reach down and feel an incredibly damp spot 
therein with a distinct odeur d'urine. So fear does at times 
invoke flooding (naturellement, débile).  
"Please forgive my intrusion. I don't know who you are and 
surely mean you no harm, I mean, international alliance and 
all. If you are not aware, I am Baschilles, renowned mythic 
hero. In most places, I am celebrated wildly and given 
obeisance. But I can forgive this affront. Let us forget this 
'prepare to die' stuff and go our separate ways?" 
Her face is impassive as a Caryatid. "I Hippolache, decorated 
warrior, acknowledge your ignorance and desperate delusions 
and note your presumptuous extension of a fig leaf, as if it is 
yours to extend, " her eyes boring through me as she takes 
inventory of my person, head to heels. " Very well, 
Sweetmeats, I amend my initial proposal. Prepare to die or 
surrender your testicles!"  
"That is not an improvement upon your first offer of prepare to 
die." 
She remained unmoved. "Let me make it simple for you, 
Sweetmeats. I run you through, or slice off your testicles, your 
choice. Or, I run you through, slice off your testicles, then stuff 
them down your pig sucking throat!" 
I didn't understand this treacherous progression in her 
argument. "What is my offense? I simply..." 
"You, intruder, invaded my intimate space. A contravention of 
etiquette and in this province law! If you wish to be difficult, 
have it your way. I take you prisoner, drag you back to camp, 
accuse you of rape as if you would have a chance, and the 
Queen herself will liberate your testicles and throw them in the 
evening stew." 
Here, was a theme to inspire poets with eloquence, to be dwelt 
upon, embroidered and otherwise ornamented with diverse 



fantastic details by chroniclers; to endow the brush of painters, 
the chisel of sculptors with a fine frenzy, which has left us 
sometimes quaintly grotesque but frequently loftily conceived 
works of art. Yet as well, was a tragic tale with many tales 
within tales as we find a moving and circumstantial story of the 
rise and fall of a nation of women, who, having been deprived 
of their husbands, sons, and brothers through the fortunes of 
battle, then persecuted by the cruelty of their enemies, took up 
arms to avenge their wrongs. Thus having tasted blood, these 
women, acquired an unappeasable longing for the lust of 
carnage, and spurred on by the exaltation of victory, they 
decided to forswear the rule of man and become their own 
mistresses. And now, here go I, faced with one among the 
blade wielding genital eliminating horde, whose lust for 
carnage bastes her tongue with the blood of my loins. Was this 
attitude a symptom of the Carian-Solymian-Amazon 
conspiracy? Stories have been going round Tiryns, Isthmus, et 
cetera, for millennia immemorial. I didn't know, didn't feel safe 
to inquire, and Bello, well…let's just say he was mum.  
She now spoke to me in the native tongue, Greek, managing to 
bring forth a soothing glissando tone and shape most decidedly 
feminine, or at the least, femme fatale. 
"Why the fixation with cutting off my testicles? What purpose 
does it serve?" 
"The nexus of all that is man's arrogance is contained therein, 
these little Martian orbs of mayhem, testiculus maximus. In our 
own humble Amazonian way, we seek to rid the world of this 
odium one sack at a time. They do by the way yield quite 
delectable hors d' oeuvres. Some of my favorite food at parties 
falls under the category of hors d'oeuvres and appetizers. 
They're tasty little bites that simply kick the party off with 
style." 



In a heartbeat we had progressed, digressed, from castration, 
male circumcision of a brutal sort, to gourmet cuisine for the 
socially adept mercenary.  
RESET!  
The quiescent shores of Sarnia were as welcoming as ever. 
And to think I had a bit of apprehension about this trip. My 
travel agent, Peloponneia, had done right by be, ever the 
caregiver. Comprehensiveness as always her trademark, she 
made great point to convey to me that no matter what, if I was 
lost at sea, swinging from a cliff by ears, or strapped to a tree 
and left to bake in the sun to die, I could simply call for 
RESET.  
"This is after all YOUR story, honey. I wouldn't want you to be 
hurt." 
The gift of RESET is a gift if ever there was one. Walking 
along the beach was an elixir to the soul, a great purgation of 
all evils. I suddenly felt as if life was better than it had ever 
been, that I would in fact achieve immortality, would complete 
all the phases of the mythic hero pattern. As the sun drifted 
lazily across the golden eye of Zeus, I looked with renewed 
sight for the first time along the shore, and saw the most 
amazing woman I had perhaps ever seen. It was at that moment 
my decision was taken. She would be mine, come hell or high 
water. Hera, ever the celestial trickster, heard my words and 
the next thing I knew the water was rising to flood levels. Yet 
despite this I still could see that the amazing woman was 
standing where she had been before but somehow closer. In a 
flash, my loincloth was around my ankles, my arms pinned to 
my sides, and Bello shook in fear.  
RESET! 
"You will not getting away that easily, Baschilles. The law has 
been broken, my virginity and purity threatened, lines have 
been crossed. This aggression will not stand!" 



Confusion reeled around and cold cocked me. Did somebody 
else say RESET? Wasn't me…" 
"If you're wondering what I know you're wondering, let me 
clear up your muddy-man-pig mind. You're not the only one 
with the power of RESET." 
"But you're…" 
"What? Your creation? Your construct? Your potential 
concubine? Ha Ha! You pig! Volition is my charge. You 
attempt a new scene to dodge your punishment, I simply 
RESET back to scene ONE. A handy trick to your credit, I 
must say." 
She again spoke to me in the native tongue, Greek, managing 
to bring forth a soothing glissando tone and shape most 
decidedly feminine, or at the least, femme fatale. 
Her voice was suddenly softer, lost was the harsh chainsaw 
edge of scene ONE. Yet soft voiced or no her intention to carry 
out her gruesome plan of inflicting bodily damage upon yours 
truly was unaltered.  
"Let me get this straight. I suffer serious distress by the 
progression of the scene, call out for RESET, receive relief, am 
well on my way to apotheosis, then you decide unilaterally that 
this is not the way the scene should play and RESET my 
RESET?! Who gave you that power?" 
Her face breaks into a wide sardonic grin. "Ha, Ha. Why you of 
course. Something about recompense for all the cruel piggish 
torments you've inflicted upon women, giving them control of 
their own destinies, blah, blah, blah, et cetera, et  cetera. Thank 
you, oh great pig! I must say I do enjoy this textual control of 
my destiny bit." 
My heart lifted. "So, we can forget the, um, castration bit?" 
"No, that bit stays. I rather like it." 



My face sinks too deep for recovery, and accordingly, Bello, 
shrinks back far enough to entirely avoid the third dimension. 
"Front and center, pig. Prepare to die…no…wait a 
minute…prepare to lose the offending limb…no, surrender 
your genitals, no umm, testicles." 
A strange quixotic look crosses her face. A storm cloud rolls 
across my own. "Wait one minute! First, prepare to die, then 
lose the offending limb, then surrender your genitals. Are you 
making this up as you go?" 
She tilted her head to the side and lavishes me with a long 
immersive gaze from her more than generous eyes, blinks 
twice, as a sunrise worthy smile lights her face. As for Bello 
and I, our fate hangs in the balance, no pun intended. But 
Bello, given to hanging sorrowfully as he has been--best 
defense I suppose--was now the rising flagpole of Arcadia, at 
full attention and pointing the way herward.  
Perhaps Peloponneia was at work behind the scenes. Working 
with a co-author has its benefits, I suppose, but if this is indeed 
her hand in things it is extreme liability. If you can hear me, 
honey pot, take me away from here! 
"Make love to me silly pig man, mythic hero, poseur, whoever 
you are. The sun is high and so are…YOU…well, parts of you 
anyway." 
It seemed the tides had indeed turned as the flood tides 
diminish. Unclear as to my next move, I decide to test the 
waters.  
"And if I refuse?" 
"Oh, nothing," she says with a pout, sun gleaming off her 
sword. "Nothing but the same penalty of castration. Refusing a 
woman in this country is also against the law!" 



This brutal turnabout was definitely not my idea, not a chance. 
This was the handiwork of my last and greatest love, 
Peloponneia, soon to be written out of this tale. 
Snap Crack Bang Smash RESET-I blip out, RESET-I blip back 
in before Hippolache's hungry eyes, RESET- I blip back out 
and Peloponneia materializes in virtuous form before my 
shriveling eyes. 
"Now, honey. You know I just can't stand the idea of you with 
another woman. I let you get close, have your fantasies, yes, 
but we agreed, look and don't touch is the operative phrase. I 
just love you so much, and my body as you know is lean and 
limber as ever…" 
"I stand refuted by distaff." 
Didn't want, didn't ask, didn't need. Yet to pursue the 
unmentionable issue is to invoke the wrath of the furies, and no 
right minded Greek would ever choose such a fate. Therefore, 
an impasse. in a time long ago past the Greek pantheon of 
gods, daemons, heroes, et cetera, were the dominant force in 
the consensus mind set. Yet as day follows year follows 
millennia the days of gold imbued glory do fade. Peloponneia 
tells me that it is only right that a man, hero, of my age retreat 
into obscurity knowing his greatest deeds are past.  
"But…but…" pouting and is that whining? like a girl amongst 
men. 
"Your greatest deeds may indeed be past. However, they may 
not necessarily be your most satisfying. The two are not 
mutually exclusive."  
"Therefore, if truth is to be had in this viewpoint, it is only a 
matter of perspective, perception dictating the net worth of all 
deeds past and future?"  
"All is about perception, is it not?" 



This view has merit but yet fail to warm the hero's heart. A 
shivering cold blasts through the open windows as seagulls 
whirl through on gusting winds and smash into the pitted walls, 
causing us to duck, dip, dive, and dodge in tactical defense. 
Wild winds whip the sands, a sandstorm on the rise. If not for 
sciatica, I would brave the wind and take to the skies with 
Teratornisae, bombing the thickset enemy horde with projectile 
turds to shiver the timbers. Yet even he of late finds difficulty 
clearing the treetops, his massive wings drooping lazy and 
ragged. The body is weak but the spirit remains willing, as was 
mine willing until my last and greatest love RESET me back to 
her ample breast. And I will not soon forget, Hippolache, 
despite her dangerous beauty, was moist with seduction and 
sudden desire. (See Baschilles: Return of Aeneas)  
These days of cold comfort bring me to the deepest depths of 
despair, not helped by the knowledge that all other heroes of 
the Greek realm have usurped all claim to fame and secured for 
themselves immortality both literary and cosmological. The 
matters that add to my store of grief amass daily. It should have 
been mine this Perseus constellation, but no, evidently he made 
the daily pages of the day by eclipsing the heroic and 
gargantuan accomplishments of my own, with a fashionable 
helmet.  
The Perseids, a prolific meteor shower associated with the 
comet Swift-Tuttle, are so called because the point they appear 
to be coming from, called the radiant, is in the constellation of 
Perseus. However, they can be spotted all around the sky. The 
constellation from which they should appear to be radiating is 
Baschilles. Was I who snuffed the Chimera, who trumped the 
Solymians, the Carians, and the Amazonians. If not for my 
opportunistic and poncey cousin, Perseus--right worm at the 
right time--the deeds, which are so rightly mine to claim, 
would have been penned proper.  



Nevertheless, this is a digression. The issue I wished to 
expound upon is I believe the marginalization of the Greek 
heroes and mythologies. Let us explore… 
Nothing arrives when time is commodified. Were it not for this 
fact there perhaps would be more to report, volumes even. Yet 
the fact is clear and near unmentionable. The Un-mentionable 
appears quite often in descriptions of societies borne of 
antiquity. There is the Un Peloponnesian War, the Un Fall of 
Troy, the Un Rape of Leda, the Un Volcano of Pompeii, and of 
course lest we forget, the Un Flood of Gilgamesh. With a 
throng of Un as this it is a wonder anything else will suffice. 
Great breath and strain could be spent in their elucidation 
alone. And often times the very detail wished to explore in the 
service of the UN is simultaneously un-catchable.  
Remembering me to my first acquaintance with Teratornisae; I 
say my first for the reason it took more than one meeting to 
join forces. Being as she is a condor, a very proud, noble, 
sizeable condor, gaining her trust and support was a yeoman's 
task. As I am yeoman not, it can be imagined the sheer 
enormity of difficulties posed. The last of which the simple fact 
that Hippolache wanted to castrate me, clip me, surrender my 
nether geometries to gustatory edification. The girl woman was 
crazy about Hor d'Oeuvres, claims the gonads are the most ut 
(her rendering of utmost). In essence, in an English grammar 
vigilante kind of way, she wished to truncate my running 
sentence and eliminate my dangling participle. Like ancestors 
of kai-tangata her wish was to overpower and taunt, "Your 
flesh has stuck between my teeth."  
Had she first posed me an unsolvable riddle her behavior could 
be construed as purely Sphinxian. Zenon, an ancient Greek 
philosopher of my peer group, known for the famous 
paradoxes; "Achilles and torture," "Flying arrow," etc., could 
perhaps wax lyrical with a suitable paradox. "Tender Assassin" 
comes to mind.  



My studies were evidently wanting.  
"Imbibe for your sorrows, my love. Nectar of the gods, my 
own special elixir," with a twinkle in her eye handing me a 
most generously filled goblet brimming with feminine joy.  
It is a well-known fact that the cruel man is generally his own 
hangman; and he who throws stones at Heaven frequently 
comes away with a broken head. But the converse side of a 
historic and celebrated medal portrays innocence as a shield of 
fig-tree wood, upon which the sword of malice is broken, or 
blunts its point; so that, when a poor man fancies himself 
already dead and buried, he revives again in bone and flesh.  
Many parts of our religion if taken literally are dark and 
sinister. Yet there are moments when one seems to come to 
life. One looks about and distinguishes a creature whose foot-
print closely resembles the ace of spades. Lachrymosity 
abounds. 
Should I however manage escape… 
RESET 
"Now, where were we?" Hippolache running a hair along her 
broadsword, smiling as it slices clean in two. "Oh yes; to lay 
supine or dine." My knees shake violently as I see thoughts 
flash through her mind of grilled testicle kabob atop an elegant 
combination of olives, cucumbers, tomatoes and feta.  
What to do, what to do. Think Baschilles, think…ah, indeed, 
yes, it comes in a blind flash. As the days of Troy and Trojan 
horses instruct, come bearing deceptive gifts  
"Truly a classic, to be sure, but you at heart are rather 
rebellious, yes?  
"Excuse please?" tumbling from her fugue state and visions of 
succulent delicacies. 
"Fruits of the hunt are reward indeed. Naturally. The expected 
response: celebratory feasting. Yet to a warrior such as you, 



who clearly sees the value of righteous retribution, I understand 
that ravaging he who would ravage is the ultimate revenge. In 
this spirit of rebellion will I join your quest." 
"True to your animalism you plummet to the depths. Typical 
and pathetic, oh Baschilles. How you managed to invade my 
thoughts I do not care to explore. Yet you hit the kebab on the 
skewer. A feast it is then," eyes gleaming with evil intent, 
visions of Baschilles kebab dancing in her head.  
I can sustain myself no longer and unleash a flood of urine 
southward. No, no. Not like this… 
RESET  
Scene 2 recommences. 
"Make love to me silly pig man, mythic hero, poseur, whoever 
you are. The sun is high and so are…YOU…well, parts of you 
anyway." 
Thus we, or more appropriately, I, plunge headlong, feet first, 
up-ways, down-ways, sideways, into a debauch that easily 
rivals those detailed in the classic texts. I am her Aeneas, she 
my Dido, together we tumble mercilessly. Being as it were a 
reenactment I would not be subjected to a fateful encounter 
with a Jupiter sent spirit, summoning me to found Rome, which 
of course did not, COULD not happen, but when one is in the 
moment one is best advised go with it. As well, this cleanly 
avoids the tragic departure whereby the heartbroken Dido 
builds a pyre, falls on my sword (which I do not have), curses 
me and mine with eternal strife wailing, "Rise up from my 
bones, avenging spirit!" In afterthought, being that my 
particular Dido is so mercurial, falling on a sword could very 
well be fitting solution, satisfying issues of both personal safety 
and dramatic precept. Yet beholding her softness in the 
glimmering light, reveling in her fortitude and equine mastery, 
my thoughts turn to sexiomythical staying power. Would that 
this continue in perpetuity… 



RESET! RESET! RESET!!! 
"So, my sweet. Did you enjoy my gift? Call me silly, call me 
sentimental, call me sexually deluded, but I fell for your puppy 
dog eyes pleading for a bit of "strange" and I transported you to 
the masturbatorium by way of Divine Nectar Express." 
"You drugged me?" 
"Uhm…you may want to clean up, my love? sweet as her 
proffered nectar, doubly deadly. 
"Call you? Call you, you say? I call you doubly deceptive, 
woman!" 
"Oh, my love. I know you're a bit upset and embarrassed now, 
but what could a girl do, right? You pleading, pacing, grabbing 
yourself, shouting to the heavens. I came to bring you peace, 
not pain." 
Even the sanctum where my fantasies and internal monologues 
have forever gamboled in seclusion is subject to invasion and  
dissection at the hands of this my deliverance. And from this 
place of acute reflection with newly peeled eyes I faintly recall 
that moment where in stunned immobility I attuned to the 
birdsong of my savior and latest love, singing her tune of joy 
and wonder, smiling and plucking at her instrument, delicate 
angelic features glowing in the morning light, and come away 
slack jawed. This? THIS angel of mercy is in fact my 
destroyer? I've been hoodwinked and hanged by my manhood. 
What fools are mortals we! (See Baschilles: Return of the 
Avenger) 
"Is it too late to chain me back to that infernal rock?" 
"Uhm…I'm afraid so." 
Recast, replay. 
"Okay. I can see I've been bested. Perhaps we can forge a new 
understanding. Perhaps we---" 



"No, my love. NO no a thousand times NO!!! I cannot go along 
with sending you to the masturbatorium in perpetuity. 
Absofundmundo not! To send you there is to throw our 
physical coupling off the Leucadian Cliffs of Lesbos---" 
"Do not knock it, my love." 
"What? Are you suggesting…? I don't believe it. Hippolache 
was right about you, true to your animalism you plummet to 
the depths." 
"One day, long ago, a young girl on a sunny island surrounded 
by the wine-dark sea, wrote her name on the inside of her 
tortoise-shell lyre. That young girl was Sappho." 
"Very nice. And one day, long ago, there was a sandal that 
touched the Earth, a goddess walked the land, and a young girl 
was inspired by the beauty of Love. If I didn't want a physical 
and emotional connection with you, I would have let my father 
marry me off to a Senator. But no. I heard your suffering, 
stepped in to save you and I just…I just…sniff, sniff, 
uhm...what were we talking about?" 
"How both you and Sappho, are lyre playing poets." 
"I know. Coincidence, right?" 
"You can be a cannibal and courageous, just like you can be 
hungry and honest. The one does not preclude the other." 
"Now you left me waiting at the docks of Tyros." 
"Sappho wrote: A girl whose hair is yellower than torchlight 
should wear no headdress but fresh flowers.  
Peloponneia strokes her hair and smiles alluringly taking me in 
the full embrace of her warmth. 
"Mmm. Wait a minute. Are you saying that just to---" 
RESET 



"Make love to me silly pig man, mythic hero, poseur, whoever 
you are. The sun is high and so are…YOU…well, parts of you 
anyway." 
RESET! RESET! RESET!!! 
The world swirls and churns exhuming that which is best left 
alone. Yet alone is a concept easy to understand but so difficult 
to come by. As a bonafide loner, long before the term took 
residence in the annals of psychology, alone has been my 
steady companion one amongst many paradoxes. Yet, today, 
that is no longer the case. Given to ranting tirades of complaint 
as I am this disclosure of alone being a distant place is neither 
rant nor complaint but merely observation. And it is from this 
place of observation I attune to the birdsong of my latest love, 
singing her tune of joy and wonder.  
"I know how to play the sweet three necked lyre," she boasted. 
"And I can do it while we DO IT!" 
(See Baschilles: The Eternal RESET!) 
(See Peloponneia: RESET! RESET! RESET!!!) 
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